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CURATORIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND THE CONTEMPORARY ART CAREER 

 

THANKS 

 

INTRO 

 

I’m going to talk about some of the ideas I’m working through at the moment as part of my PhD 

research, to do with cultural labour, the notion of the career in contemporary art, the role of the 

curator and an idea of ‘curatorial responsibility’, and the specific context of art biennials and festivals, 

which is the specific context of my current research. 

 

A lot of what I will touch on here is quite specific – my research is focused on specific festivals case 

studies and relies on one-to-one, in-depth interviews with artists and curators involved, but I hope that 

these quite specific contexts will be illuminating with regards to wider issues raised. Indeed, the specific 

contexts here are also useful I hope, in that a lot of what I am concerned with is quite practical and 

direct, amidst a broader context of debates and discourse. 

 

SETTING THE SCENE 

 

 

I am working directly with two festival partners – Glasgow International Festival of Visual Art, and 

Edinburgh Art Festival – and conducting interviews with artists and curators who have been involved in 

these festivals, with a view to then devise and implement some sort of curatorial activity or 

interventions in these festivals that address the idea of the contemporary art career and the 

perspectives raised in the interviews, and the complexities this idea entails –including these layered 

issues of cultural labour, inequality, un- and under-paid working, diversity, etc.  

 

GI is a city-wide festival that takes place every two years, for around 18 days in Spring. EAF is a 

month-long festival that takes place in August during the hectic festival-month, at the same time as EIF, 



Fringe, Book Festival. Both are supported and funded by Creative Scotland, their respective local 

authorities, and EventScotland, as well as other funds, trusts, etc. Both festivals are led by a director 

responsible for curating specific strands of the festival as well as overseeing the programmes as a 

whole, and managing the festivals as organisations. For GI, this director usually is in place for 2 

editions, for EAF the current director has been in place since 2004 I think and is in a more permanent 

role. 

 

THE CURATOR 

 

Now, I don’t mean for this paper to be simply a defence or vindication of the curator (although in some 

ways it is a bit like that, hopefully in a sort of constructive critique way), but I do think this figure is 

interesting in the context of cultural work, debates about managerialism in the arts and so on, that 

were touched on yesterday as part of the cultural democracy panel. 

 

The contemporary art curator has a sort of dual position, a pivotal role in the workings of 

contemporary art and careers, as one that is both subject to the conditions of contemporary cultural 

practice – such as policy (cultural and otherwise), governance models, funding etc – and one whose 

work shapes and even determines those conditions for other practitioners – most notably artists but 

also technicians, gallery attendants, education staff etc, and even those in other industries altogether 

whose services are employed for the development and presentation of artworks in these contexts, such 

as construction workers, transport services, suppliers of materials etc  

 

With this position, as a sort of pivoting part in the mechanics or processes of production and exhibiting, 

conflicting demands and ideas may crop up in a number of ways and in relation to a number of 

different processes, expected and otherwise, and this is where I think a notion of curatorial 

responsibility can be a useful frame for working through these. 

 

As a coherent idea or position, the term ‘curatorial responsibility’ that I have drawn into my research 

stems from an essay by Raqs Media Collective, a collective of three, based in Delhi who make 



artworks, including installations, texts, encounters, videos, as well as working as curators. Their essay, 

titled “On Curatorial Responsibility” is included in the Biennial Reader anthology, and was originally a 

paper presented at the Bergen Biennial Conference in 2009. This essay opens with the question “Is it 

possible to speak of curatorial responsibility in the making of biennials?” and in it they acknowledge 

that "Almost nothing in the literature of aesthetics, curation, or biennials seriously considers the question 

of responsibility.”  

Indeed, within contemporary curatorial discourse, much has been made of care - drawing on the root 

of the word ‘curate’ from the Latin ‘curare’ meaning ‘to care’ – and also of hospitality, taking these as 

frames of understanding and articulating and directing the work of the curator. But responsibility 

specifically, and in relation to our discussions here - the questions on cultural production and work that 

one might encounter or indeed work with and through, has not necessarily been given such space. 

Side note- of course – these ideas are related and may overlap, care and hospitality are 

useful ways to frame your work as a curator, but I think using the work responsibility can offer 

us something more, and perhaps a more balanced way of thinking of the power dynamics at 

work too 

 

There is something to be said here too about curating in a contemporary art context a distinct from a 

historical context as a caretaker of a collection, where the ‘responsibility’ may be more clearly 

constituted. And of course, to be clear about the practice of curating as not simply choosing and 

arranging despite the current usage of the word for things like plating up food or whatever p that is a 

conversation for another time perhaps. 

 

 

 

Rather, the context I am working in is an extended or expanded understanding of ‘the curatorial’ 

(drawing here from Maria Lind’s 2009 essay of this title) – which includes processes of commissioning, 

selecting or collaborating with artists, as well as administration, fundraising, editing, critique and 

education, we may think of many or all of these aspects of a project or exhibition, as what I refer to as 

curatorial materials. Indeed curators and writers such as Simon Sheikh has pointed to this, emphasising 



the significance and potential within what might typically be considered inconsequential design or 

infrastructure elements within a curatorial process. 

 

 

CULTURAL WORK AND CONTEMPORARY ART CAREERS 

 

As mentioned, a curator’s work may shape the conditions for those working as artists or in other roles, 

and the question of how to curate responsibly in this context is a pressing one, and a complex one. 

 

Much work has been done recently to document and highlight issues of inequality, unpaid labour and 

working conditions in the arts in Scotland specifically where I am working, and more broadly – for 

example with Creative Scotland’s Visual Arts Review and Workforce Survey; SCAN (the Scottish 

Contemporary Art Network)’s Diversity Report; the Panic report published in partnership with Create 

London and the Barbican; writing from the Precarious Workers Brigade and critics The White Pube; 

campaigns such as the Paying Artists Campaign supported by a-n; the ongoing work of the Scottish 

Artists Union and WAGE in the USA; and the Visual Arts Manifesto produced by SCAN, Scottish Artists 

Union and engage. 

 

 

Within the direct scope of my research is a project that was included in last year’s GI that also directly 

deals with these issues. 

“In Kind is a research project by visual artists Janie Nicoll and Ailie Rutherford, 

using Glasgow International 2018 as a case study. The project aims to map the 

hidden economies of the visual arts and the “below the water-line”* economy, 

charting the unseen and unaccounted efforts that enable the festival to take 

place, exploring unpaid labour, mutual support, favours and volunteer hours 

that go into making arts festivals happen. 

In Kind challenges the apparently successful arts festival model rolled out 

across major cities, looking at whether this is actually a sustainable model for 



artists and the sector in general. Conversations with a range of artists have 

made it increasingly apparent that the festival’s ‘in kind’ economy is the 

elephant in the room, while also being endemic within the art scene in general. 

…” 

 

The In Kind project was included within the official GI programme, though it itself was not funded by 

the festival. For the duration of GI, the project set up in several venues in different parts of the city to 

gather and share information, and also had an online portal that artists could submit their data to. 

Following the festival, the project collated data and also created a list of ‘demands’, including  

• “GI will no longer ask artists to sign contracts demanding that artists work for 20 

days in a row, up to 8 hours per day unpaid 

• Artists will not agree to contracts that demand they work for 20 days in a row 

unpaid 

• We will abolish art hierarchy. 

• We will work in solidarity with other artists not in competition” 

 

To be clear - this was an artistic project, within a larger festival that is curated in the sense that all 

projects go through an open call and selection process to sit alongside the more properly curated 

‘Director’s Programme’, and was not a curatorial project or approach in itself for the festival. However, 

there is something to be said about the inclusion of an outwardly critical project in the official 

programme, though not included so far as to be financially supported. What then is perhaps 

interesting about this project is what it raises about the complex, contradictory and even conflictual 

nature of the art biennial or festival.  

 

GI recently announced their theme and open call for the next edition of the festival to take place in 

April 2020, and with it a re-working of the festival model. Where there has previously been an ‘Across 

the City’ programme of self-organised projects without financial support from the festival included 

within the official festival programme (having gone through selection from an open call process) that 



sat alongside the supported and commissioned programme strands, these changes now mean that no 

independent projects will be included in the GI programme that are not in receipt of funding too. 

 

So far in my research interviews, artists have welcomed this stance but also raised questions about how 

this will affect the ‘feel’ of the festival, and noted other benefits that have come from being involved in 

the festival that don’t relate to payment, such as feeling part of a scene and community, meeting 

contacts etc. 

 

, In a recent interview, the organisers of the In Kind project discussed the changes to GI, noting that it: 

“… now looks like a more streamlined version of the festival and will likely have fewer 

participating artists, giving grants to those whose projects demonstrate “ambition and critical 

quality”.  

We would like to see greater transparency on who is defining quality. While it was always 

the intention of In Kind project to show that the total funds available to artists exhibiting in the 

festival was insufficient to support the number of artists participating and exhibiting, it was 

never our intention that a similar sized pot of funds should instead be used to support a smaller 

number of artists, making the festival more exclusive. … “ 

 

 

And they go one to emphasise the issue of “self-exploitation” and to place responsibility for 

addressing these issues with both the institution and artists themselves. 

There is a lot that could be unpacked that we don’t have time to go into here, but I think this situation 

emphasises the curator – or in this case festival director or curatorial team’s – dual position and the 

challenges of working responsibly in complicated circumstances: here an attempt to redress some issues 

raised with the festival format  have been further criticised, and the issues of the total festival budget 

and governance have been raised, which is something the curator is also bound by. 

 

 

ARTIST INTERVIEWS 



I have been conducting in-depth semi-structured interviews with a number of artists and curators who 

presented work at either one or both of these partner festivals.  

 

In my interviews I have been really aiming to get to the hows and whys – if there is a perception that 

presenting in these festivals has been or will be beneficial in some way (after all, why else apply?), 

what exactly is it about them that is good or helpful, and from that, what can we surmise about 

contemporary art careers and the place of these festivals within them. 

 

The interviewees from the first set of interviews I have done have included those at different stages of 

their careers, and who were involved in the festivals in a range of ways: those who were commissioned 

directly by the festival, those financially supported by the festival and those not, those in programmes 

focused specifically on ‘emerging’ or ‘early career’ artists, those in solo presentation and in group 

shows. 

 

Crucially, examining the interviews with the notion of the contemporary art career in mind, some main 

strands of discussion stand out that illuminate the workings of this art world. And despite the 

prominence of debates around artists pay, this hasn’t been a topic of great significance in my 

interviews, acknowledged but not dwelled upon -  

 

Speaking specifically about their motivations for applying to the programmes of these festivals, or 

accepting the invitation, and looking back on their experiences with hindsight, these artists have 

focused on networks, professional visibility, reputations and institutional approval. In many ways, this 

would seem to confirm the importance of cultural capital and social capital within the workings of 

contemporary artists. In Bourdieu’s articulations of these, he emphasises education and the academic 

qualification as a marker of institutional recognition. In contemporary art, academic programmes are 

increasingly important markers too, but I think it could be argued that inclusion in festival or biennial 

programmes, and of course exhibitions in galleries and museums, operate in a similar way, offering 

tangible, documented qualification or certification, that can be marked down on a CV and be seen 

and understood by others.  



 

 

It is interesting to question though - what exactly do they mark? From interviewees’s uses of words such 

as “approval” “recognition” and “trust” , we can see that selection by these festivals is perceived to 

denote some sort of quality. Following Bourdieu (2010), these perceptions of selection and inclusion as 

quality and approval point to the festivals’s work as processes of evaluation and classification, as a 

means of legitimising particular artists, projects or practices. This is echoed, for example, in art historian 

John Clark’s analysis of biennials in which he describes the process of “cultural ‘consecration’” (Clark 

2010, 167).  

 

This speaks to the role of festivals or biennials - as institutions - in denoting and transferring capitals, 

whereby they promise to imbue those selected artists or practices with recognition and validation, as a 

form of cultural capital that draws on the importance of reputation within the art world (Becker 1974, 

2008 (1982)).  Both Bourdieu and Clark indicate and emphasise that this cultural capital may then be 

turned into economic capital. This is the promise and perception, at least - but the question remains as 

to if and how this truly operates within these contemporary art contexts.  

 

The accounts from interviewed artists include little in the way of this notion of turning cultural 

capital into economic capital, but do point to turning into more and ‘better’ cultural capital. In reflecting 

back over their experiences in GI or EAF as well as other projects and exhibitions, artists note that “one 

thing follows another”, one artist pointing, for example, to an exhibition in Germany that came from a 

curator seeing her work in Venice, and another noting that his invitation to present work as part of the 

2018 GI Director’s Programme stemmed from the director seeing his work at a film festival. These 

projects and exhibitions likely included some sort of financial payment, but this was not noted by the 

artists. 

 

This promise of “one thing leads to another” can be seen in the motivations and perceptions of less 

established artists, for example in one artist’s statement that ”…being in GI, being in Edinburgh Art 

Festival, …um…it feels, and this is definitely not something I’ve researched heavily but just kind of 



observed, …it feels like those moments are where people have opportunity to make work and then 

they seem to go on to do more interesting things afterwards” and her assertion that despite the low 

artist fee “I needed opportunity, I needed a public facing platform.” 

 

These notions clearly tie into discourse around “aspirational labour” in creative and cultural work 

developed by Brooke Erin Duffy (2017) and Angela McRobbie (2016), wherein the promise of 

approval and cultural capital motivates cultural workers (in this case artists) to undertake un- or low-

paid work. It is important to note though, that artists are aware and conscious of these issues, and 

the related debates around artists fees, for example one artist explicitly alludes to the issue of 

proper payment and another points out her support for the changes to GI’s model that will no 

longer include unfunded projects. 

 

 

It is clear that artists – and curators -, often knowingly, are working within certain structures that 

shape their careers and their perceptions of these, and that while there may be extensive criticism and 

debate around these – we know there are problems with inequality and access - , they are also very 

much the current ways to work and succeed. And of course there might be a clear cut argument to just 

stop working for low or no pay, even if you are in a position where you can. But I think it is highly 

unlikely that that will happen to the extent required for it to have an impact – and as my interviews 

have revealed, pay levels are not the be all and end all. In fact, these sorts of institutions and projects 

– biennials and festivals etc – are offering something other than pay, and artists could be paid to work 

in another context that would not be significant for them or useful in terms of their ongoing careers. 

And we might have a lot of feelings and critiques around this, but it’s still sort of rumbling on, and this is 

what I’m interested in, is there a way to address this within the processes? 

 

 But the dilemma remains - attempts to devise and implement responsible and supportive curatorial 

approaches must weigh up and navigate these tensions - that is, is it more responsible to create activity 

that supports artists to work within these structures, or to circumvent and critique these? 

 



Now – spoiler – I haven’t quite decided on this yet! But to wrap up I will now turn to a couple of 

examples of projects in biennial and festival contexts, that in some way or another connect to 

curatorial responsibility and might offer reference points, and then finish up with what I think are the 

standout points and questions. 

 

 

EXAMPLES 

 

In 2014 Manifesta, the European Biennial of Contemporary Art that takes place in a different city for 

each edition, took place in St Petersburg in Russia. The development and preparations for this biennial 

coincided with the annexation of Crimea in March 2014, leading to the biennial’s curators, artists and 

organisation facing calls to boycott, cancel and postpone the project in the face of this political crisis.  

 

For the biennial organisers however, cancelling or boycotting – that is ‘disengagement’ was not 

considered the best approach. This is usefully addressed by Joanna Warsza, the curator of the public 

programme for the biennial in which she describes the “dilemma” of “engagement or disengagement,” 

and the question if and importantly how to proceed with the programme, with a commitment that the 

public programme would go on  

QUOTE “…“disturbed” by the existing political conflict, its agenda subtly adjusted to become – 

perhaps more than before – sophisticated and blunt in its attempts to make a point.”  

 

Later, in an interview Warsza addressed the experience and the decisions around the biennial in more 

detail, describing her responsibility to the artists involved, the opportunity to productively address the 

conflict and political circumstances, and her own “situation of being both inside and outside—how to 

put this responsibility to relevant use and make a point.” 

 

 

Warsza’s public programme for the biennial then centred on the train station in St Petersberg and its 

routes. She worked primarily with artists from former Soviet countries who brought their own 



experiences, understandings and approaches to the context of Manifesta and St Petersburg, and the 

work presented incorporated performance and intervention within the public realm. 

 

For the 11th Istanbul Biennale in 2009, the curators – Zagreb-based collective What, How, and for 

Whom (WHW) also aimed to present the context of the biennial within it’s displays, and was 

described in Frieze magazine as “refreshingly transparent. Even when this transparency is not 

intentional, it usefully highlights the weaknesses of the biennial tradition as a whole” (Zolghadr 2009). 

This approach included displaying statistics and budgets about the biennial within exhibition spaces 

and the catalogue for the exhibitions.  And acknowledging / addressing power relations and 

complextities of sponsorship by Koç Holdings, one of Turkey's major corporations, whose subsidiaries 

supply the army and the police. 

This quote on screen from them includes details about budget percentages, and 

directly acknowledges cultural labour issues, making the biennial’s policies of not 

paying artists public. 

 

 

 

Another useful example that has stuck with me is far more incidental, but worth thinking about I think. In 

the essay by Raqs Media Collective that I referred to at the beginning of the paper, the collective 

mention their experiences presenting as part of Documenta ?? and specifically mention the communal 

lunch that was provided to artists and installation teams during the exhibition set up as something 

significant in terms of both providing nourishment and sustenance in a very tangible sense, and in a 

more social and supportive sense, and the artists note that this became a site to make lasting 

professional cnnections, friendships and support networks. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 



I believe that contemporary art festivals are often problematic, but not problems in themselves; that 

art-making is work and should be financially compensated, but that we miss something when it is 

reduced solely to transactional terms; that curators have responsibilities to the artists, artworks, 

audiences, sites and other people they work with, that these may be difficult to reconcile, and that 

doing what you can is a better approach than doing nothing. 

 

 

 

 

 


